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EDITORIAL
Ben Averis
Welcome to the Spring 2012 issue of the Native Woodlands Discussion Group
Newsletter. I hope you find it interesting. We have here a mixed bag of material
including an article about ancient hornbeam pollards (near London actually, but that’s
OK as it’s still relevant to us and is very interesting), a piece about the use of whin
(gorse) in assisting tree regeneration (following on from an article about this subject in
the Spring 2004 newsletter), an account of the native pinewood managers’ visit to
Shieldaig and Beinn Eighe in Wester Ross, and some comments about James Fenton’s
2011 document ‘Towards a New Paradigm for the Ecology of Northern and Western
Scotland’. We are now able to have colour images on the front and back inner and
outer covers of the newsletter. This can be a ‘gallery’ space for interesting woodlandrelated colour photographs or artwork by members, so please send me any images
(and associated text if relevant) for inclusion here. I hope you don’t mind that I’ve put
in small photos of authors in this newsletter – to give a more ‘human touch’ – except
in cases where I don’t have a photo of a particular author.
If you would prefer to receive future editions of the NWDG newsletter electronically
(as pdf files) and not in printed form, please send me an email requesting this and
include the email address you want the newsletter to be sent to.
General notes for contributions to the newsletter
The copy date for the Autumn 2012 newsletter is 15th October 2012; it should then go
out in November 2012. The following types of contribution are always welcome:








Group or organisation reports
Woodland reports/updates
Articles about anything to do with woodland
Shorter items of news, e.g. new groups/initiatives/projects or personnel changes
Letters to the editor
Reviews of books or other publications relating to native woodland
Illustrations – cartoons, logos, pen and ink drawings of trees and wildlife etc.

Contributions can be up to 1500 words long. They should ideally be in Microsoft
Word and sent by email (to benandalisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk) or on disk to Ben Averis,
6 Stonelaws Cottages, East Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX. Please include full contact
details with any contribution. Contact me if you have something to contribute but are
having difficulty meeting a deadline, or if you have an idea for an article you wish to
discuss (tel: 01620 870 280). Thanks very much.
New publications
If you have written, or co-written, a book or booklet which would interest our
members, we can enclose your fliers with our mailings. This service is free to
individual members. There is a charge of £20, to cover postage and packing, for
organisations and non-members. We can also get books reviewed – just send a copy to
the editor. Conversely, if you would like to review a particular book, please let the
editor know. We are usually able to obtain a free review copy from the publisher and,
if you review it, the book is yours to keep.
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NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP NEWS
Photo: www.woodlandtrust.org.uk

Notes From The Chair
Phil Gordon

NWDG Administration: Treasury,
Membership and Website
Alison Averis

Photo: Elen Averis

As I write an early spring is testing the delicate balance of
interactions between trees, plants, animals, birds, insects, microbes
etc. - the complexity of ecosystems that we struggle to understand.
At our recent committee meeting there was interesting discussion on the need for
NWDG to continue to promote a flexible attitude to the ‘native-ness’ of woodland and
thereby avoid reinforcing the press headlines that suggest a divide between
‘commercial’ and ‘native’ woodland. Are these two matters linked? Well arguably
the larger forces at work such as climate change mean that the degree of native-ness is
less important and NWDG can if it chooses be open to a flexible view on where its
interests extend. If you have an opinion, let us know by e-mailing the editor. The
article on high altitude Sitka spruce inside this edition may be a prompt for thoughts.
Your views on this and other topics could be put in print in the new Discussion section
of the newsletter.

On 30th March 2012 the balance in the NWDG bank account was £9170.31. This high
figure is the result of all the subscriptions coming in before we have had to spend any
money on newsletters or events, but even so we are financially healthy. Many thanks
to all of you for continuing to support us in these hard times. There are currently 172
members and most of you are up-to-date with your subscriptions. If you have not yet
paid for this year, please download a membership form from the website
www.nwdg.org.uk and send it to me with your payment. If you have no Internet
access please telephone me on 01620 870 280 and I will send you a form.
The web-site is kept up to date and this is where to go for the latest information about
the forthcoming Excursion, the lower plants workshops and the Woodland History
Conference.

NWDG Merchandise
Bryophytes of Native Woods: A Field Guide to Common Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and
Ireland’s Woodlands by Carol Crawford is available direct from Carol. The cost is £6.50
including p&p. Cheques should be made payable to The Natural Resource Consultancy,
and sent to Carol at Natural Resource Consultancy, Donald Hendrie Building, SAC
Auchincruive, Ayr, KA6 5HW. There are discounts for orders for 3 or more copies: contact
Carol at clc@tnrc.co.uk for more information.
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Bryophyte workshop on Isle of Skye,
November 2011; tutor Ben Averis
Hazel White

Photo: Stan Phillips

REPORTS OF WORKSHOPS IN AUTUMN 2011

I had the pleasure of attending one of Ben’s bryophyte
weekends last year. The usual joke ran true –
managing a marathon of about 200 m from the car on
our first morning. You see there are so many
interesting mosses and liverworts to look at within the
first few footsteps from the cars that it’s hard to travel
any distance. We found Campylopus shawii shortly
after leaving the shores of Loch Cill Chriosd. Dense
‘robust’ green tufts of this flush-loving moss were then
quickly spotted all around us once we had the look of
Photo: Hazel White
it. Then, as we tried to drag the names of
forgotten species from our brains I got reacquainted with Loeskeobryum brevirostre. We
all develop our own little aid memoires for new species. In my mind, this moss is
somewhere in form between a Rhytidaelphus and a Hylocomium… and then I looked
and saw that it literally was between them in the British Bryological Society guide – it
does show that information does penetrate the brain eventually! We also had the
normal liquid Skye weather by the afternoon. Spirits undampened, we progressed up
through native woodlands onto high, wet hillsides where we eventually found
Herbertus aduncus (a large liverwort) clinging to the hills in big reddish cushions.
Day two brought some better weather and we had lunch by
Loch na Dal. Ben found some detached clumps of the moss
Dicranum scottianum and the commoner D. scoparium there
and compared and contrasted them in his usual excellent
style (see photo on right). We enjoyed cushions of Mylia
taylorii amongst the woods and the groovy shapes of
Bazzania trilobata, to name just a few. I would name more,
but a slug ate my notes… A little lie but we did get
sidetracked at one point to look at a moss-eating slug called
Lehmannia marginata, with a pale stripe and translucent skin.

Photo: Hazel White

It was also good that we had a wide range of ages of
people and experience there.
I suggest everyone could get a little more up close
and personal with these oft overlooked little plants.
Thanks for a great weekend, Ben.
Photo: Hazel White
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ARTICLES
NWDG New Member’s Prize
Introductory note by Coralie Mills: As an initiative to welcome and encourage participation
by our newer members, the NWDG offers an annual New Member’s Prize for the best
contribution offered to the newsletter by a new member. The prize is to have the fee element
paid by NWDG for one NWDG event, such as excursion, workshop or history conference, valid
for uptake for 2 years after the award. We are seeking entries on any topic which in some way
relate to the objectives of NWDG: that is to encourage interest in native woodlands, their
ecology, management and history. This may be interpreted quite broadly, and subjects do not
have to be British or scientific, though they may be. The closing date this year is the 5th of
November 2012. Anyone who has joined NWDG in 2010, 2011 or 2012 is eligible to enter this
year's competition. Further details including how to enter may be found on the 'Newsletter'
link at www.nwdg.org.uk. We are delighted to make the 2011 award to Bryan Bowes for the
following contribution.

Notes on the Ancient Hornbeam Pollards of Hatfield Forest
Bryan Bowes
Introduction
Hatfield Forest in Essex is a National Trust property located just north of London and
only few miles from Stansted Airport. It is apparently the only intact Royal Hunting
Forest in Europe and dates back to the Norman conquest (www.nationaltrust.org.uk).
Part of the present-day property is maintained as wood pasture in which large and
ancient specimens of oak, hornbeam and ash are prominently represented along with
smaller hawthorns and some field maples.
Hornbeam Carpinus betulus is a common native tree growing on the clayey soils of East
Anglia and Hertfordshire but according to Mitchell (1974, 1985) the hornbeams in
northern England and Scotland are probably introduced. Mature hornbeams can
attain 30 m in height and in old pollarded specimens the bole may be up to 8 m in
girth (Mitchell 1974). The tree's common name is said to mean ‘hard wood’ and it is
among the hardest and strongest of timbers; it is difficult to work but was earlier used
for the hubs of cartwheels. It also provided an excellent fuel and high-quality charcoal,
whilst the foliage gave animal fodder. Coppiced or pollarded trees provided faggots,
cut to five-foot lengths, which were used by London bakers as a fuel which burned
with a consistent heat. Numerous ancient pollarded hornbeams are present in Hatfield
Forest. Rackham (1989) estimated that they were at least 300 years old. Some have
been recorded by the Ancient Tree Hunt (www.ancient-tree-hunt.org.uk). No
photographic illustrations or details of their morphology are provided by these
sources.
In order to produce such pollards (as also is the practice today), the main stems of
young hornbeam maidens were initially topped at about 2-2.5 m above ground level.
This stimulated sprouting from the upper side buds; these developed into branches
lying above the reach of browsing cattle, deer and other animals. Subsequently, the
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branches were cut off close to the main stem to stimulate more growth from lateral
buds. Successive cutting cycles were carried out at convenient intervals – perhaps
about every 30 years – over several centuries, and eventually produced the variously
shaped hornbeam pollards seen today in Hatfield Forest (Figs 1- 6).
These pollards are particularly common in the rough pastures adjacent to the Forest's
main entrance at its eastern boundary. According to Rackham (1989), these are
survivors from the original Low Street, Middle Hollows and Bush-End Coppices
which were lost in the early 18th century. He recorded that in the mid 1980s there were
some 130 hornbeam pollards still surviving there. However, a number of Rackham’s
original specimens now exist only as dead standing hulks (some covered with
brambles or other climbers), or form broken and rotting remnants lying on the pasture
grass.
The present observations were made on a limited sample - about a third of Rackham’s
tree count - of trees mostly located in the former Bush-End Coppice. These were
recorded, and often photographed, by the present author on various half-day visits to
the site from 1995 to the present.
Morphology of Ancient Hornbeam Pollards
At the top of their boles, the still-living specimens have all developed pollard
branches; on some trees these are wide, very long and (when first noted) had
remained uncut for many years (Fig. 1). However, several trees show evidence of
recent re-pollarding cuts (Fig 2, asterisks), and most specimens – no matter how
advanced in decay – have sprouted numerous healthy small branches and twigs (Figs
2-6). Particularly in spring and winter, the living hornbeams form visually very
striking and beautiful displays (Figs 2-6).
Some pollards still possess a more-or-less intact bark covering (Fig 1), but most display
major loss of bark. Such ancient trees mostly have rotten or hollow centres to their
boles (Figs 2-4), so that their ages cannot be determined from core samples. Several
display only a single fragment of intact trunk (Figs 5-6).
The path of decay in these hornbeam pollards often seems to follow a very slow but
common pattern. The specimen illustrated in Fig. 2 was recorded in spring 2007 (and
checked later in autumn 2011) but, apart from re-pollarding of some branches
(asterisks), little had changed from it first-being recorded in spring 1996. The pollard
shown in Fig. 3 was photographed in spring 2007. It was first recorded in summer
1997 – when the wood of the trunk was somewhat more intact – but by autumn 2011
there was little further change from 2007. The numerous wide internal adventitious
roots evident in this specimen have grown down from its crown, through the rotten
heart wood and into the ground below. Well-developed adventitious root systems
were present on a number of other hornbeams. Fig. 4 shows a pollard (in spring 2007)
in which the rotting of its heartwood is so advanced that the specimen has separated
into two discrete ‘trees’. There was little change evident in this hornbeam since its first
recording in spring 2001.
Figs. 5-6 exhibit even more extreme examples of the ability of hornbeams to survive
when only remnants of the original pollards remain. Fig. 5 shows a still vigorous
pollard segment in spring 2007, with the rotten remains of the rest of its bole evident
as wood debris at the base. This specimen was first recorded in 1998 and has shown
6

very little change in the intervening period to autumn 2011. The still vigorous
hornbeam remnant illustrated in Fig.6A (photographed in autumn 2011) was first
recorded in autumn 1995. At that time, a considerable portion of upright, dead and
rotten bole stump was present (Fig 6B). Rotten fragments of wood were still evident in
2011 slightly to the right of the remaining living, horizontal ‘tree’ remnant in Fig. 6A.
This surviving hornbeam has remained healthy and now shows vigorous branching
reminiscent of a young tree.
Conclusions
This short paper summarises a number of observations and photographic records,
carried out over some 16 years. Unfortunately, the limitations of the author’s home
location in Scotland have precluded a more comprehensive and continuous study of
these fascinating ancient hornbeam relics. Nevertheless, these ‘time-lapse’ records,
albeit on a very reduced time-scale, may provide an incentive for other tree workers to
make studies of further ancient tree sites.
References
Mitchell, A. (1974) A field guide to the trees of Britain and Northern Europe, p. 415, published
by Collins, London.
Mitchell, A. (1985) The complete guide to trees of Britain and Northern Europe, p. 208,
published by Parkgate Books, London.
Rackham, O. (1989) The last forest - the story of Hatfield Forest, pp. 302, published by J.M. Dent,
London.

* *

Fig. 1. Hornbeam pollard in winter 1996. Note the
heavily fluted bole (typical of many older trees) and the
numerous wide and long branches at its tip indicating
that this specimen had not been cut for many years.
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Fig. 2. Hornbeam pollard in spring 2007. Note
the huge gap between the two segments of the
lower bole, the expanded – largely rotten upper bole and several newly-cut larger
branches (asterisks). [National Trust ID 00921;
Grid ref. TL 54589 20161]
Both photos on this page by Bryan Bowes

Fig. 3. Hornbeam pollard in spring 2007. Note its hollow,
rotten centre down which several thick adventitious roots
have grown to the soil. The various fallen branches at its
base were originally arranged along the lower bole to
impede browsing animals and human vandals and many
trees are girdled by similar partial barriers. [National Trust
ID 00929; Grid ref. TL 54484 20248.]

Fig. 4. Hornbeam pollard in spring 2007
which, due to the complete rotting way of
the bole’s inner wood, has now separated
into two distinct ‘trunks’. [National Trust ID
00927.]

A

B
Fig. 5. Hornbeam pollard in which only a slim portion of
trunk has survived after the original bole rotted away.
[National Trust ID 00707; Grid ref. TL 54424 20134.]

Fig 6A-B. A: Hornbeam pollard in autumn
2011 with only a single ‘trunk’ remaining. B:
The same pollard in autumn 1995; note the
dead remains of the still-standing main bole
on the right. [Grid ref. TL 54609 19900.]

All photos on this page by Bryan Bowes
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Whin as a tool for woodland regeneration
Gordon French
Introduction
Ulex europaeus, whin, gorse or furze, call it what you will.
Some of you may be aware that I have been plugging the
merits of this plant for some time (see Spring 2004 newsletter).
It was as warden of Selkirk Hill in the Borders, where I
worked between 1988 and 1995 and where whin was
encroaching widely, that the Lever & Mulch method of
invasive scrub control was first hatched and has proved an
effective way of preventing further colonization of the shrub
species involved. Selkirk Hill also had extensive areas of
mature whin which had formerly been regularly burnt but
had by then grown tall. It would have been nearly impossible
to restore these areas to the floristically rich heath and
grassland found nearby, because the soil had become too
enriched. Instead, in an attempt to fragment these stands of
whin, trees were planted where whin was cut. Nearly all the
locally native trees species were included in this planting, and
all with the exception of ash loved the conditions and grew
exceptionally well, quickly shading out recovering whin
below and allowing woodland plants to recover.

Rowan among whin at Selkirk
Hill (2012). Photo: Ben Averis

Recent work including that on Rahoy Hills Scottish Wildlife Trust reserve in Morvern
in summer 2011 has re-enforced my certainty of whin’s worth. As a living
environmental tool and enabler, whin is unsurpassed. Put simply, to my mind it is the
most valuable and important plant in the native flora. I will expand on this baldness
anon. Give a dog a bad name... whin certainly falls into this category. It invades good
pasture, reduces biodiversity, undermines rural economy, is impossible to kill... a
myriad of largely puerile negatives and partial truths which miss, or deliberately
ignore, its tremendous worth. It’s true that it can in some circumstances be invasive,
but generally where this occurs it is due to our actions – sporadic grazing, ground
disturbance and even clear-felling can all lead to rapid colonization. Good, regularly
grazed pasture seldom develops any new young plants even where whin seed
dispersal is high, because (a) the ground is already occupied by other plants (even
short grassland does not contain much bare ground which a pioneer like whin
requires) and (b) any seeds which do manage to get a root in are grazed out before
they can develop any spiny protection.
My garden often sports crops of lovely succulent vegetables that large herbivores
would enjoy as much as I. A thick whin hedge has solved this problem as well as
bringing other wildlife into the garden through the cover, shelter and nest sites it
provides. The whin hedge is clipped in the spring and forms the first layer at the
bottom of the compost heap. This springy layer aerates the bottom of the compost
heap and keeps rodents from burrowing in. By the following year it is feeding lovely
succulent vegetables – a perfect whin whin situation.
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... vegetables that large
herbivores would enjoy...
A thick whin hedge has
solved this problem ...

The Whins of Change
On ground where human excavations have led to the exposure of poorer subsoils,
whin, if present, will do what it does best as a pioneering colonist and quickly fill this
niche. In this respect it fulfils an important role in consolidating and stabilizing
erosive ground and, being leguminous, increasing the ground fertility by fixing
nitrogen allowing other plants in time to benefit.
Using whin as a means of ground consolidation is something that should be
encouraged, especially where human actions have compromised soil stability. For
example, whin planted on broken ground such as that on disturbed roadside banks
will quickly establish and slow further erosion to a very large extent. Other native
woody plants would fulfil this purpose too but they lack one vital component – dense
spines; unfenced they will always be nibbled into oblivion. This is the most important
attribute whin has – its resistance to being browsed to death. Though the soft growing
shoots of whin in summer are very palatable to browsers, all they ever take is at most
half of the new growth. This means that the plant will, even unfenced, eventually
grow to maturity. Thus I feel it becomes a most important native plant as it is the only
woody plant which can be established alongside deer, sheep and cattle.
It is because of this that the most important gift whin imparts on the landscape comes
into being: other plant species growing under or through it are much better protected,
not only by the living parts of the whin but also from dead spines raining onto the
ground below. For example, in the Rahoy Hills reserve the only bluebells growing in
profusion well away from woodland and bracken are in a lonely block of whin on the
slopes of Beinn na h-Uamha, well above the woodland. Under the whin the bluebells
flower and produce seed; outside it they are almost all eaten. This principle holds true
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for a whole range of native plants including trees. Indeed, the only young trees I have
seen in this reserve growing outside exclosures were amongst whin.
Many animal species utilize whin, and a few are dependent upon it. In most years the
bulk of its seeds are eaten in pod. Even isolated plants are not exempt. I assume the
grub responsible is either of a moth or beetle and no doubt it itself is parasitized by
some other specialized organism. It is probable that the populations of any such
species will ebb and flow, causing whin seed production to fluctuate also between
highs and lows. As already stated the soft nutritious tips are sometimes nibbled, but
this diminishes as the plant matures and growth slows.
Stags will take whin plants on to clean their antlers and strengthen their neck muscles
for the rut. This is perhaps the only process which can throw the plant into reverse.
Some plants seem very attractive to stags, while others are left alone. This I think is
due largely to where they grow; for example close to a popular wallow an isolated
plant will be heavily targeted.
Whin provides good habitat for birds. For example I have seen dunnock, long tailed
tit, song thrush, twite, chaffinch, blackcap, wren, whitethroat and woodpigeon in just
a few hundred square metres of whin on Rahoy Hills reserve in 2011. Woodcock like
to tuck themselves away in whin’s depths, where they are well camouflaged,
protected from the elements and less disturbed by predators, livestock and deer. They
commonly nest in old leggy stands of whin for these very reasons. At Rahoy Hills
reserve the only stonechat I saw in 2011 was a fledgling hiding in the safest place
around – a patch of whin. Black grouse utilize whin for cover and nesting, and
mountain hares will use it for cover.
Briefly to recap, whin can have profound beneficial effects on erosion, biodiversity,
soil fertility and protection.
Management using whin
All that has been discussed so far has centred on the condition of extant whin and the
happenstantial plants and other species which have colonized or benefitted from this
whin. The next obvious step to take is in actively introducing trees, especially those
most palatable to browsers and therefore least likely to occur in unfenced areas. The
protection afforded to these trees by whin plants can allow stock and deer to wander
freely unfenced.
The step after that is more contentious: deliberately planting whin with a view to
utilizing it as nurse and thuggish minder for trees implanted within. Whin will grow
in most soil types that are not constantly waterlogged, is easy to grow from seed and
transplants very well into spade-sized patches of cultivated ground. Few die! In
many vegetation types whin is not a common colonizer and is unlikely to become
overwhelmingly dominant.
Stock and deer have so little effect on whin’s
development that fencing becomes less than entirely essential.
If we imagine a woodland planting or regeneration scheme linking valleys across a
watershed, fencing can be used with discreet fenced blocks or continuous fencing
either side of the rivers and streams concerned. However, this can be logistically
difficult and expensive and can have commercial and environmental implications.
Losses of grazing and free movement of stock and deer in a rapidly diminishing ‘free
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range’ can lead inexorably to forms of domestication amongst the latter, but that is
another story. Diggers are brought in and tens of thousands of mounds cut, and then
each one planted. All of this is costly: surveying and planning, transportation,
materials, labour, and loss of grazing and open range. It can be visually obtrusive and
there can also be dangers to black grouse and other wildlife. Even bio-security
concerns can rear their ugly heads, for example the possibility of Rhododendron
ponticum seeds being brought in on planted saplings. It must then be ensured that no
red deer breech the fence for at least 15 years if plurality of tree species is to be
maintained. With all these difficulties some potential schemes may never be done,
and yet a tracery of trees linking open glens can be of great value not only in habitat
but ultimately also in the commercial benefits that would accrue.
There is a way of achieving this without costing an arm and a leg: using that tender
nurse and thuggish minder, whin! In its first year of life in the wild, whin is very
susceptible to being grazed to death. If it survives to the end of its second year it is
almost immune to being totally grazed. These first two years would be spent in a
nursery. They can be transplanted in their second winter, having been clipped: a kind
of pre-emptive ‘graze’ that causes the plant to grow prostrately and thereby making
them even less vulnerable. These small plants are light and easily transportable – an
important consideration on steep or remote ground. Using them is a bit like putting a
nail in the wall to hang a picture. Their presence makes unfenced trees a possibility
both from luck or ‘natural’ means and by design.
From the word go they can be planted in association with birch: that is, both plants
just a few centimetres apart. Tiny birch only a few centimetres tall are ideal and again
are light and easily transportable. Birch and whin of similar age can grow together
robustly in close proximity to heavy grazing and browsing. Within ten years, as the
whin grows, especially if encouraged to layer, more possibilities for planting in its
margins exist using the full range of natives.
The dispersed nature of the planting and the need to dig each planting spot by hand
would slow the rate that an individual could plant to perhaps 150 to 200 per day, as
opposed to ten times that number on mounds 2 metres apart. Nevertheless it would
be entirely possible for an individual to plant 10,000 combinations of whin and birch
during the planting season. The survival rate for planted whin and birch is very high
– about 90% – so there is a good chance of establishing a widespread low density
population in a glen such as Gleann Dubh in Morvern. Within a couple of decades
these birches will produce seed, and by then a much broader range of natives could be
growing in the layering whin.
In summary:


Whin can help stabilize soils on disturbed ground (e.g. by roads and tracks).



It increases ground fertility by fixing nitrogen.



It provides good habitat for birds and other wildlife.



Native trees can be planted in extant blocks of whin.



Encourage layering of existing whin can help growth of associated trees.



Whin can be planted to encourage tree regeneration without expensive &/or
damaging fencing.
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Alasdair Boulton

Photo:
Colin Parsons

A not-so-rare montane habitat?

For some of us botanisers it is always interesting to find a rare plant, or even a
common plant in a place where we didn’t expect it! High up in the mountains in the
middle of winter isn’t a very promising place to be looking for unusual sightings,
brocken-spectres excepted. With the wind-chill at 900 m, it is often hard enough to
keep your eyes from watering, let alone stopping to botanise. But there are sometimes
rewards. A fine day above Ballachulish and a jaunt around ‘Thunder Mountain’ gave a
rewarding insight into concepts like ‘rarity’ and ‘climatic extremes’. No mere high
altitude willow scrub or boreal bryophyte – on the ridge at just above 900 m I
stumbled (tripped) across a shrubby tree rimed in ice. Looking rather wind-blasted,
and with a few branches nipped off by high altitude deer, it was in fact a humble Sitka
spruce, the commonest tree in Britain. It seems that as well as avoiding getting itself
included on the Wildlife and Natural Environment (WANE) bill list of invasive species
(because it is the major timber tree in the UK) Sitka is now colonising habitat formerly
reserved for native montane shrubs (because it is not just any old timber tree). Even
artificial selection for straight trunks and speedy growth can’t breed out the hardiness
and adaptability of its progeny. There are other Sitka seedlings on the mountains and
ridges of Lochaber: near the summit of Garbh Beinn of Ardgour (c. 880 m altitude), on
Aonach Dubh (c. 890 m), on Aonach Eagach (c. 890 m) above Glen Coe and in the Grey
Corries above Leanachan Forest (c. 900 m). In the west highlands these trees outdo all
native British tree species with the possible exception of juniper. Like the Scots pines
at similar altitudes in the Cairngorms they are mostly stunted and wind-damaged and
probably do not produce viable seed. However, at slightly lower altitudes and usually
in north-facing corries, they are in places starting to form a krumholz woodland type,
which may be viable in the long term. In the northern corries of Fraochaidh above
Glen Duror in Appin – in Coire Dubh at about 750 m – there are trees of a few metres
high that appear to be starting to form a natural tree-line. This is within the extensive
area managed by Forestry Commission where deer pressure is very low and is likely
to remain so. Those bluethroats and Lapland longspurs so common in Norway but so
rare in Scotland might yet see the day when, unwanted, a new montane woodland
type establishes itself in our mountains.

Sitka spruce at c. 900 m on Sgorr Bhan, Beinn a’Bheithir, Lochaber, February 2012
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DISCUSSION
This is a new section for people’s thoughts on woodland-related topics, with
contributions on any particular topic hopefully extending over two or more editions of
the newsletter. We start here with two people’s views on James Fenton’s ‘New
Paradigm’; other people have already told me they hope to contribute their views on
this same subject to future editions.

Towards a New Paradigm for the Ecology of Northern and
Western Scotland – A Synthesis of Issues by Dr James Fenton
(April 2011)
James introduces this document as one which ranges across a huge swathe of
interrelated issues, focussing on those where new thinking or approaches are needed
and presenting a unified and internally consistent approach to nature
conservation/biodiversity action. He criticises the Old Paradigm (current landscape of
N & W Scotland consisting of degraded ecosystems, largely through past and present
human action; hence ‘habitat restoration’ is a key activity) and suggests a New
Paradigm (this landscape contains one of the most natural vegetation patterns in
Europe with, for example, the current rarity of woodland in many localities being a
key biodiversity feature; hence the concept of ‘habitat restoration’ loses its meaning).
James hopes this document will stimulate debate, encourage further research and
instigate a review of current policies. The document can be downloaded from:
http://www.james-hc-fenton.eu/page19.html
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When I first read this paper I liked many of Fenton’s key
points, especially the idea that it is best to observe direct
from nature, putting aside existing theories and making
one’s own mind up. I try to do that in my own work in
woodland history studies.

Photo: Colin Parsons

Comments by Peter Quelch

He and I agree on many points, for example that the threat of rhododendron
colonisation of native woods is much greater than the efforts being made to control it.
On the other hand he also rails about invasive conifer species, but I am resigned to the
fact that once introduced many plants from mother countries, like it or not, naturalise
to become part of the Scottish flora. Some past events and trends in nature, as in
Scotland’s social history, cannot now be reversed.
I was excited that Fenton, like me, recognises the way in which natural woodlands
have survived in often tiny gully and crag refugia, and that these remnants form a
repository of associated species, and could in future act as a seed source for local recolonisation. I too have written about these important fragments of natural woodlands
in the Highland landscape, in my reports on surviving wood pastures, another woody
habitat which Fenton however perhaps conveniently does not mention.
The difference between our interpretations of these remnants is that I call them
natural refugia, implying that they are survivors, tiny condensed versions of once
greater historic forests and woodlands. It needs to be recognised that these refugia
have survived generally in more nutrient rich sites than the surrounding soils matrix,
and expansion may imply species poorer woodlands are created, but so be it. Soils can
only support what they can support, and in that way the science of the Ecological Site
Classification (ESC) and the application of the National Vegetation Classification
(NVC) have been very helpful in predicting what woodland types are possible on any
site.
Fenton however calls the remnants in gullies and on crags ‘core [woodland] areas’ and
equates them to the only surviving ancient woodlands in the landscape. Partly this is
true – they are often indeed the most natural woodland remnants in the landscape.
However I think his is too simple an interpretation, as other evidence of the
previously greater extent of natural woodlands is not being noticed.
In woodland history studies we can easily see changes in woodland extent over the
last 300 years or so in the old map sequence. Some of the earlier cartography may not
be entirely reliable, but a well wooded glenside is fairly obvious on any map. The
national coverage of the First Edition Ordnance Survey map of the 1860s, while
surveyed not all that long ago, employed highly accurate cartography which
distinguishes open, enclosed and planted woodland types. Comparison with modern
maps demonstrates the loss of open unenclosed woodlands over the last century and a
half in very many districts. Case study after case study shows that there has indeed
been substantial woodland loss.
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I now think it misleading to suggest that as a general rule ‘the managed woods are the
woods that stay’. Yes, that may be true of particular managed woods which have
survived after protection by embanking and restocking, or through continued
coppicing, but what of the many substantial woodland areas which were not enclosed
after woodland exploitation in the 17th C for example. The only proof of their complete
loss lies through detailed woodland history studies including map and documentary
evidence of wood sales and so on. Proof of partial survival also requires those
documentary and map studies, combined with observation in the field of scattered old
trees which have survived from previous woodland, and their ageing if possible.
On one occasion at least I have been quite shocked by the extent of anthropogenic
woodland loss that I uncovered. This unexpected story arose in a long open valley
called the Langstrath in the very heart of the Lake District at the southern end of
Borrowdale. My task was to look at surviving veteran trees in the context of upland
wood pasture. Fantastic though those surviving veterans and old pollards are, it
became clear that they are proud but rather pathetic remnants of a once great forest.
Alongside the tiny woodland refugia on crags, were very many charcoal burning
platforms, now carefully recorded as ancient monuments.
Information which I later found in the Borrowdale Historic Landscape Survey
undertaken for the National Trust in 2007 by Oxford Archaeology North, showed that
the Langstrath had once been the focus of an intensive iron-working industry.
Woodland sales to contractors for charcoal-making in the first decade of the 17th
century resulted in the loss of almost all remaining forest in that extensive glen. The
land has been grazed by sheep ever since. How different the Lake District would look
today if that and similar contracts had not taken place!
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It was possible to quickly discover the real history of that particular upland landscape
due to earlier high quality landscape history research. The iron-working place names
were the first clue (Smithymire Island), but the sheer number, elevation and wide
distribution of charcoal platforms probably shows the extent of former woodland –
why else would they be there? If the same sort of research effort went into more
Scottish case studies, for example the catchment of the Loch Maree ironworks, then we
might realise how much greater the anthropogenic forest losses actually have been.
Having said that, I have a lot of sympathy with Fenton over the inexcusable
afforestation of high quality peat bogs in Caithness which in retrospect was a big
mistake, comparable in magnitude to the herbicide spraying of the East England
oakwoods during the same forestry expansion era. One wonders too about the
wisdom, and value for money, of new native woodland creation on such very
extensive areas of poor soils in the northern Highlands. However I do think that
Fenton has acquired quite a chip on his shoulder from the Flow Country afforestation
and other incursions onto his beloved moorlands in the past. And I don’t doubt for a
minute that he loves his mountains and moorlands as much as I do my ancient
woodlands – but that may be a problem!
The downside is that his seems to be a rather negative or conservative sort of
paradigm. James is not gaining much support as he seems to put aside the legitimate
desires and ambitions of the people who live on the land and wish to make a living
from it, for example by creating landrover tracks to access shooting areas. The
Highlands is not one giant nature reserve, and it has already suffered dramatic
depopulation events, and I would say is struggling today to achieve sustainable land
uses for its peoples in the future.
If Norway is sometimes held up as a model, it is because visitors rather than casting an
envious look at Norwegian habitats and biodiversity, actually admire the enlightened
social structures and land ownership pattern that they find in Scandinavia. If James
Fentons’s new paradigm is to go forward in any way it needs more popular support.
Perhaps his criticisms are rather aimed at the bureaucratic way in which nature
conservation is being managed today and who can argue with that? A more positive
contribution is needed that uses James’s undoubted ecological knowledge and
observational skills to take things forward, not backward.

Alladale, Sutherland

Photo: Ian Collier
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Comments by Scott McG. Wilson
This interesting and well-illustrated monograph by Dr. James
Fenton (formerly of the National Trust for Scotland and
Scottish Natural Heritage) is an import new contribution to the
debate over upland ecology and land-use in the Scottish
Highlands.
The author argues the case for recognising globally-scarce open moorland and
peatland habitats as the natural land-cover types over much of the Northwest
Highlands in particular. He also advocates that biodiversity conservation in that part
of Scotland should prioritise these open habitats, with reduced emphasis on deliberate
expansion/‘restoration’ of native woodland cover. He critiques several modes of land
management in the region, including plantation forestry, muirburn for grouse, new
native woodland creation, ramification of habitat networks and infrastructure
development. A central theme is a preference for extensive, naturalistic ‘range
management’ without artificial physical or managerial ‘compartmentalisation’ or
directed development.
The paper challenges the long-standing ‘degraded landscape’ model of Scottish
upland ecology that has provided the scientific mainstay for the ‘native woodland
movement’ since the 1980s. In that, it dissents from central arguments of ecological
and forestry ‘luminaries’ such as Frank Fraser Darling, George Peterken, Mark
Loudon Anderson etc. that have been ‘essential reading’ for Scottish upland ecologists
since the last war. It is interesting that there is a parallel argument, ably posed by
Oliver Rackham and Dick Grove at Cambridge, against the traditional ‘ruined
landscape’ model of Mediterranean forest ecology. James Fenton’s paper has several
elements in common with Frans Vera’s more recent publications on the role of large
herbivores in lowland European woodland prehistory. As with Vera’s hypothesis,
there is much that is very difficult to argue with in this well constructed contribution,
which is clearly informed by a long career of field observation – itself becoming rather
a rarity!
While agreeing with very many of the arguments James Fenton presents, there were
several aspects that troubled me as a forester and woodland ecologist. A central
critique would be the underlying assumption of Scotland’s duty to conserve extensive
areas of globally scarce open biodiversity habitats of low productivity ‘on behalf of the
rest of the world’. There is clearly a case to conserve some areas of these habitats as
SACs, but it should be open to the Scottish people to choose to have a more
structurally diverse and economically productive land-cover mix at the local and
regional levels, as part of an integrated sustainable development strategy. That being
the case, expansion of well-managed forestry (native and otherwise), is justifiable. The
current ‘woodland expansion v. golden eagle Special Protection Area debate’ is part of
the same dilemma.
A related issue is the tension identified in the paper between ‘compartmentalised’ and
more naturalistic modes of land management at the landscape and regional scales. A
concern here is that if we cannot divide up the landscape physically, we cannot put it
to a range of (potentially mutually exclusive) productive uses. The issue of deer
fencing is clearly the key. While some catchment-scale units can be allocated to ‘re-
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wilding’ in the true sense, there is a feeling that Scotland is too small to adopt the
approach of Yellowstone or the Masai Mara. Where we need to achieve serious ‘decompartmentalisation’ is in administration, regulation and financial subvention – the
over-complex Scotland Rural Development Programme (SRDP) regime has made
limited progress on this.
I also felt that the paper probably under-played the role of anthropogenic land
degradation in Scottish prehistory, particularly the adverse impacts on soil structure,
nutrient and moisture regimes of breaking into the vegetation cover in such a high
rainfall oceanic environment. We are quite ready to criticise such practices, active
today in humid tropical areas (e.g. Brazil, Indo-China, Central Africa) where
weathered forest ‘red soils’ on steep slopes break away after deforestation, even under
terraced agriculture. It is quite possible that Frans Vera’s ‘shifting baseline’ argument
applies here - because the site won’t support woodland today, we cannot infer that it
could not before Neolithic agricultural impacts. However James Fenton is quite correct
to highlight that some recent efforts to establish or re-establish native woodland cover
have suffered from difficult site conditions and choice of methods/species. These
difficulties can arise from a reluctance to impose decisive landscape/ecological change.
Creation of extensive areas of climatically and nutritionally stunted native woodland
or scrub at low stocking density in some cases may do little to enhance the
biodiversity (or productive) values of open moorland. We should perhaps concentrate
our native woodland creation efforts on a smaller area of the more favourable and
accessible ground ‘below the head dyke’ (certainly not the deep peats) and mandate a
more interventionist site preparation, establishment and silvicultural regime with the
aim of producing a viable crop of native trees.

Moorland

Moorland

→ ?????

Photos & captions: Ben Averis

A final inconsistency was with regard to the author’s treatment of introduced conifers
and Rhododendron in the paper. His reference to vegetation development during
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previous interglacials was interesting and I have explored that approach myself in my
2007 paper in Scottish Forestry with reference to RG West’s ‘four-phase split’ scheme,
based on East Anglian sediments. We have little direct evidence from the British
uplands due to the severity of glacial scouring. Past interglacials have typically been of
20,000 yrs duration between glacials of 80,000 yrs (heavy simplification). The first
quartile is typically dry, cold heath developing out of ‘Mammoth steppe’ with pioneer
pine-birch-hazel. The medium tolerant mixed woodlands that we try to restore are
typical of the second quartile of each interglacial (roughly between 5,000 and 10,000
yrs) whereas the ‘telocratic’ phase with retreating conifers and spreading
ombrotrophic mire/ ericaceous heath corresponds to the fourth (final) quartile (15,00020,000 years) before the re-onset of ice. Importantly the third quartile (10,000-15,000
years), where we actually now reside in the present interglacial, should be typified by
shade-tolerant conifers and hardwoods. In the uplands this would likely have been
Norway spruce-European silver fir-beech forest, with species like hemlock (Tsuga) and
Rhododendron increasingly present the further back one goes. Hence I am not
convinced that we should be so immediately hostile to the ‘human-assisted
colonisation’ by conifer species to create productive shade-tolerant cover - James
Fenton’s argument seems to miss out the ‘shade-tolerant quartile’. This interglacial
has, however, been atypical for several reasons:- (a) opening of the English Channel,
impeding late-successional recolonisation, (b) human land clearance impeding tree
spreading from the mid-point onwards with accelerating soil deterioration (shortcutting to final quartile) and (c) possible onset of anthropogenic warming extending
the third quartile and (possibly) holding off re-onset of glaciation. This makes any
interpretation of the current “potential natural” uncertain, especially for the upland
situation.
James Fenton’s paper is particularly valuable and timely in its treatment of the deep
peats (>50 cm), where the woodland creation aspiration is essentially irrelevant. He is
quite right to indentify that management prescriptions to conserve the carbon stocks
in the peat beds must take account of the dynamic nature of the peatland cycle - it is
essential to schedule some younger bogs which are still accumulating and not only the
mature and ‘interesting’ flow examples that are ‘past their sequestration peak’ or
already releasing their carbon stocks.
I’m alright Jack... or is it Jock?... or John?
Heck, my memory’s not what it used to be.
Anyway I’ve got my SSI certificate... or was it
SSSI?... SSII?... SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS...

Hey fellas – check me out! OK, I ain’t been
around as long as he has, but just remember –
while he’s forgetting names, I’m learning them.

Photos & captions: Ben Averis
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NEWS FROM OTHER WOODLAND ORGANISATIONS
2011 report of the Native Pinewood Managers’ visit to
Shieldaig and Beinn Eighe
Charlie Taylor
This year’s excursion involved a first visit to Shieldaig pinewood right out on the west
coast (see Figure 1) and a re-visit to Beinn Eighe on the shore of Loch Maree. The
group last visited Beinn Eighe in 1992 – although, due to the ongoing nature of
change, only a handful of current pinewood managers were also members back then.
Shieldaig
History
In 1959, Steven and Carlisle noted in their entry for Shieldaig pinewood that, in the
first Statistical Account of Scotland (late eighteenth century), the local minister
recorded that there were some natural woodlands of Scots pine, birch and hazel in the
parish. At that time the land belonged to the Mackenzies. Fifty years later, the second
Statistical Account for Scotland refers specifically to a “good fir wood at Shieldaig
producing timber fit for boats, vessels and buildings”.
Around 1870, the woodlands were fenced – partly to keep red deer from the crofts to
the west and partly to keep sheep and cattle out of the woodlands. In 1932 the owner
at that time, Mr C W Murray, sold some of the larger pine to a timber merchant who
erected a sawmill to the south of Shieldaig and dispatched the sawn timber by sea. At
that time there were also two fires which destroyed much of the younger natural
regeneration. The woodland was then purchased by Mr A C Greg in 1945 and formed
part of the very large Lochcarron Estate. Since then, very little felling has occurred.
Carlisle also observed that the age of the pine trees ranged up to over 200 years old,
but that most were 60-90 years old and that there was relatively abundant
regeneration along the road and on the lower slopes. He also noted birch, some oak,
rowan and alder along the watercourses – and a lot of holly.
More recently, about 50% of the thicket stage trees were lost in a fire in 1974.
Fortunately, only 15 ha of mature pine trees were lost. At this time the Nature
Conservancy Council also designated the main pinewood as a Site of Special Scientific
Interest, covering just over 220 ha. The wood was re-notified in 1985 and designated a
Special Area of Conservation in 2005. It is also part of the Wester Ross National Scenic
Area.
The Lochcarron Estate was broken up and sold in 1992. The Ben Shieldaig section
(1700 ha), which contains the majority of the pinewood, was bought by The Hon Hugh
Tollemache and he still owns it. The remainder is now part of Kinloch Estate (1400 ha)
which was bought by the Munday family who have subsequently formed the Kinloch
Woodlands Charitable Trust.
It has been previously observed that the Shieldaig woods are “the wrong way round”
– predominately pine on the south-facing slopes (see Figure 2) and predominately
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broadleaves on the north-facing slopes (see Figure 3). However, the steep and rocky
nature of the southern slopes probably favours pine while the better soils on the
northern slopes would favour broadleaves – although there is a scattering of pine here
as well.
Current objectives
Bob Wilson (Scottish Woodlands and trustee for Kinloch Estate) and Dave Robertson
(Scottish Woodlands and forest manager for Ben Shieldaig Estate) explained (see
Figure 4) that the main objectives for Ben Shieldaig and Kinloch are to:



protect the Caledonian forest and associated fauna and flora
expand the woodland cover by natural regeneration and new planting

Current management issues
Regeneration. Within the main pinewood area, there has been significant and
successful regeneration of pine and broadleaves over the last 20-30 years. While some
of this may be due to the creation of suitable conditions following the fire in 1974, the
regeneration extends across areas not affected by the fire. It was suggested that the
broadleaved regeneration came after the pine and, more recently, scattered oak
seedlings are becoming established. Unlike Carlisle’s time, the regeneration can now
be found all over the wood – to the extent that there appears very little space for
further regeneration within the old remnant itself (see Figure 5). Interestingly, on the
eastern side of the wood there is a sizeable adjacent area of open ground within the
deer fence where there has been very limited regeneration – possibly a reflection of
the impoverished soil conditions on the poorer open ground.
Fencing. There is a deer fence on the east side of the pinewood that stretches across
the ‘peninsula’ between Loch Damph and Loch Dughail. Although this has not proved
completely deer proof, it has provided an effective filter. Equally importantly, the
pinewood has been stock-fenced since the early 1990s to prevent sheep entering from
the nearby common grazing.
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Deer. In addition to the fence mentioned above, the estate has maintained a deer
management regime. This has been further helped by a general reduction in deer
numbers in the wider area.
Woodland extension. Kinloch Estate has been very active in creating new native
woodlands since the early 1990s. In 1994, a new native pinewood was established over
130 ha (using pine planting stock raised from Shieldaig seed) just across Loch Dugaill
from the pinewood remnant. In 1999, a further 314 ha was planted higher up the slope
and on thinner soils. Much of this land was of very low fertility and required fertiliser
at the time of planting (hand application of unground rock phosphate). This is a well
proven minimum essential for establishing trees on such sites – dating back to John
Stirling Maxwell’s early trials on Corrour Estate prior to the First World War. This was
further demonstrated by Donald McVean in the early 1960s at nearby Beinn Eighe.
They also identified that basic cultivation (i.e. mounding) significantly improved
survival and early growth. However, even with these inputs trees planted on the
poorest and wettest areas would struggle to grow. These areas could either be
accepted as pockets of checked trees within the matrix of the wider forest or be left
unplanted.
The future
Ben Shieldaig, Kinloch and neighbouring Couldoran Estate have ambitious plans for a
collaborative approach to extend the native woodlands further up Glen Shieldaig (see
Figure 6) and over to the western shores of Loch Damph. This 750 ha proposal will
virtually double the area of native woodland on the three estates and mean that the
Shieldaig pinewood will sit at the heart of an expanding woodland, rather than being
an isolated and vulnerable remnant on the western seaboard. Given the current lack of
regeneration gaps within the core pinewood, the proposed new planting and the
planting over the last two decades will provide another cohort of pines in the locality.
Beinn Eighe
History
Steven and Carlisle included the main pinewood at Beinn Eighe (Coille na Glas-leitire)
as part of their entry for Loch Maree and noted that the earliest records (15th century)
indicate that lands around Loch Maree belonged to the Mackenzies of Gairloch.
Around 1600, a traveller (probably Timothy Pont) noted that the woods at Glas-leitire
were “fair and beautiful fyrrs of 60, 70 and 80 foot of good and serviceable timmer for masts
and raes”. At this time the woods were exploited to provide charcoal for iron furnaces
constructed in the locality. While this development would have impacted mainly on
the broadleaved woodlands, the associated growth in population would have
increased demands on all local woodlands.
There was felling of many of the older trees in the wood during the Second World
War but, on the evidence of Blaeu’s Atlas (1654), the boundaries had changed little
from that time to Carlisle’s visit in the 1950s. Carlisle observed that there was a lot of
birch associated with the pine, but that pine dominated in the southern third and on
the lower slopes at the northern end. He also noted alder along the watercourses and
wetter areas, with variable amounts of rowan, some holly, occasional aspen and a few
stunted juniper bushes. Despite the war-time felling, he still found some trees over
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200 years old with the predominant age class between 100 and 150 years (see Figure 7).
He found areas of regeneration – most notably on the lower northerly slopes where
there had been ongoing recruitment over the previous 50 to 60 years.
The Mackenzies sold the land in 1920 to a Mr Hickman, who subsequently sold it to
Major Greig in 1945. During this period and the latter period of the Mackenzie’s
ownership, the pinewood would have been part of a deer forest and subject to
occasional muirburning. In 1951 the pinewood (180 ha) was acquired by the Nature
Conservancy Council in 1951 as part of their purchase of Beinn Eighe (over 4000 ha)
and became Britain’s first National Nature Reserve (NNR) that same year.
The NNR is now managed by Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and is a SAC site and
has also been awarded the European Diploma of Conservation.
Current objectives
Peter Duncan and Jeanette Hall (SNH) indicated that the current long term vision is
driven by the desire to increase the naturalness of the existing woodland and improve
connectivity – both within the NNR and to other woods in the area e.g. Coulin
pinewood.
Current management issues
Plantations. There have been a series of plantations established on the NNR. From the
late 1950s through to the 1970s, approximately 300 ha of plantations were created
within exclosures of varying size (see Figure 8). This included an area of 120 ha leased
to the Forestry Commission (FC) and planted with Scots pine (of German origin),
lodgepole pine and Sitka spruce. All these internal fences have been removed and the
FC plantation, together with other areas planted with non-local Scots pine stock,
felled. Some of the plantations have also been thinned on an irregular pattern to try to
give them a more natural appearance. The Reserve Manager (Eoghain Maclean - see
Figure 9) described that, in recent years, many of these felled areas have been
replanted with native stock and additional areas planted and planned to improve
connectivity. These newer plantings will also require active management to remove
lodgepole pine regeneration (see Figure 10) and to monitor stand development and
species array. It is likely that cleaning will be required in five to ten years time to
maintain diversity of spacing and species. It could be argued that manipulation could
be left until time of thinning, but that is a riskier strategy given the distance to markets
and potential ground damage due to lack of brash and variable ground conditions.
Therefore, cleaning in the thicket stage is likely to prove just as cost-effective and be
less damaging.
Deadwood. Deadwood creation in the plantation areas is another key consideration.
The draft management plan indicates a target of 40-100m3 per ha, split between
standing and fallen deadwood. This is probably a reasonable target but although there
are natural deaths in the polestage stands (see Figure 11) these areas are relatively
immature. Therefore, a long timescale would seem appropriate for reaching this
target. In the meantime, it would be sensible to establish the current baseline and set
milestones for progress to be monitored and inform future management decisions.
Should intervention be considered necessary, stem injection with herbicide (normally
glyphosate) can be a very effective and less obtrusive alternative to mechanical
techniques for creating deadwood.
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Regeneration. In the more recently planted areas, there were good levels of natural
regeneration of native species. This is also the case in open areas on the edge of the
main pinewood and between the older plantations. This regeneration is proving to be
a mixed blessing. In some areas, this could lead to very high stocking and potential
loss of some planted species (e.g. juniper) while in other areas it will lead to the
desired increase in connectivity without the need for planting.
Fencing. There has been a large ring fence around 1100 ha of the reserve since 1987.
However, it is now coming towards the end of its life and it will not be replaced. It is
hoped that good deer management and co-operation with neighbours will enable
existing and future regeneration to be established without the need for fencing. Most
of the internal fences have now been removed.
Deer. In the early days of the reserve, only a low level cull of approximately 25 deer
per annum was achieved. In the 1970s this was significantly increased to reflect the
number of exclosures and the consequent need for a compensatory cull. Recently, deer
control has been increased and has required the use of night and out of season
shooting. As ground vegetation and tree regeneration responds there will be an
ongoing need to maintain and create access for deer management. Deer numbers (by
dung counting) and browsing impacts are monitored to give more objective measures
of success in the future and monitoring of the whole reserve will be repeated every
five years. However, there are plans to monitor the ‘hot spots’ more regularly.
Analysis of these results may need to be tempered with emerging evidence from Mar
Lodge that would suggest that levels in ‘hot spots’ can still remain very high even
when the overall population has significantly reduced. Efforts on the reserve are being
complemented by reduced pressure on some of the boundaries by the actions of
neighbours e.g. Coulin Estate. However, there will be a significant challenge to
encourage regeneration in those parts of the reserve (see Figure 12) where there is an
open march with neighbours who wish to retain higher numbers of deer e.g. Grudie
Estate.
Comparisons with 1992 and the future
Impressive progress has been made in replacing and amending the older plantations
with more semi-natural native woodland. There are encouraging levels of young
regeneration without fencing or the need for planting. However, further planting is
planned to improve connectivity where there is no seed source. This will require
minimal (but necessary) ground preparation and fertiliser on these degraded sites. In
the last twenty years, it is exciting to see that relict pinewoods like Beinn Eighe and
Shieldaig are no longer isolated islands in a sea of overgrazing. They are now at the
heart of a landscape-scale change that appears to be occurring in this part of Wester
Ross. Achieving a balance between native woodland regeneration and sporting
interests will prove an ongoing challenge – as will managing the growing population
of woodland deer.
Future meetings
It was confirmed that Mar Lodge would be the venue for 2012, hosted by the National
Trust for Scotland. The group last visited this pinewood in 1994. Glengarry is the
proposed venue for 2013.
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Figure 1 Looking west from Shieldaig pinewood

Figure 2 Southern slopes of Shieldaig pinewood

Figure 3 Northern slopes of Shieldaig pinewood

Figure 4 Bob and Dave explaining the
management objectives for Shieldaig pinewood

Figure 5 Regeneration outwith the Shieldaig
pinewood fire area
Figure 6 View out over future expansion area in
Glen Shieldaig

Figure 7 Older trees on the upper margins of Beinn
Eighe pinewood

Figure 8 Small exclosures at Beinn Eighe

All photos on this page provided by Charlie Taylor
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Figure 9 Eoghain describes plantation management issues at Beinn Eighe

Figure 10 Lodgepole regeneration
among the planted Scots pine

Figure 11 Start of natural deaths in the polestage Scots pine plantations

Figure 12 Open march with Grudie Estate at the northern end of Beinn Eighe
All photos on this page provided by Charlie Taylor
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Forest Policy Group update
Forest Policy Group
Forest Ownership in Scotland, a short paper by Andy Wightman, has recently been
published by the Forest Policy Group (FPG) and is available online at
http://www.forestpolicygroup.org The paper reveals the highly concentrated pattern
of ownership of forestry in Scotland. It makes a strong case for further exploration of
this picture and the role of public policy in perpetuating this pattern. We are still
seeing a bias towards large scale plantations owned by absentees who have little or no
connection to the communities where the forests are located.
With government
planning to spend half a billion pounds of public money expanding forestry in the
next decade, this is a topic deserving closer scrutiny – the pattern of forest ownership
currently receives hardly any official attention. The evidence suggests that a wider
suite of public benefits would be derived from encouraging more diverse types of
owners growing trees for a wider range of purposes. The FPG commissioned this
paper to raise an important issue for debate and to prompt further research. Please
note that any views expressed are those of the author, and not necessarily shared by
FPG or its members.

BOOK REVIEWS AND FORTHCOMING
PUBLICATIONS
The Great Wood by Jim Crumley.

Published by Birlinn, Edinburgh, 2011.
173 pages, paperback. ISBN 978-1-84158-973-2. £9.99
Review by Alison Averis
This lovely little book is one man’s emotional and intellectual response to what he sees
in the Highland landscape. It is set out as a series of essays, each dealing with a
particular part of the country and a particular view of woodland.
There is first a lament for the Fortingall Yew: unimaginably ancient, whatever its
actual age may be, but confined behind bars to protect it from rapacious tourists. In
the author’s eyes this is symbolic of human small-mindedness, reducing a living thing
of immense age and vigour to an artificially-presented tourist attraction, rather than
finding a way to let it live in woodland as it once must have done.
Then the author writes about people and trees through the ages, beginning with the
Celtic nature-writers who celebrated the diversity and splendour of the entirety of
land and sea and sky – and of everything that grew or moved or swam or flew in it –
and ending with what we have around us today. On the way he has some interesting
suggestions to make about the Romans who, it seems, were responsible for inventing
the legend about the endless, boundless, impenetrable Great Wood of Caledonia.
Perhaps, he suggests, the perils of this wood were exaggerated: ‘This is why we didn’t
conquer Scotland’ – when the truth may simply have been that the Roman lads
struggling to extend the frontiers at the cold, grey end of their empire were over-faced
and intimidated. After all, the unvanquished Picts were quite at home in these same
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woodlands, nor were the Scots dismayed by what they found when they arrived here
from Ireland.
The remaining essays are more about what we have here, now. One of the best is
about the renewal of the western oakwoods of Sunart and Ardnamurchan and the
human efforts to give these priceless old rainforests a new future. In other chapters he
writes lyrically about the pines of Rothiemurchus, Strathfillan, Strathfarrar and
Rannoch, from their strongholds in the sheltered glens to their last outpost on Creag
Fiaclach, where woodland is turned back by the wind and the cold of the high
Cairngorms.
Mr Crumley has something to say about all our trees: birch, aspen, willow, alder,
rowan, juniper – and not just the trees but the woodland inhabitants including red and
roe deer, red squirrels, pine martens and people.
Yes ... people, because as he says, there were people in Scotland not that long after the
ice finally withdrew from the scoured glens. The native woods would not have been
that old when the first hunter-gatherers came, and indeed the Atlantic hazel woods of
the western seaboard might be the nearest thing we have left to the post-glacial
wooded landscape seen by our earliest ancestors. In any case, the woodland cover of
Scotland developed and grew to its maximum extent in the presence of people and
their grazing flocks as well as in the presence of wild herbivores. I think this is
something ecologists often forget when we talk about the maximum extent of
woodland in the post-glacial climatic optimum: we forget that there were people in
Scotland before and during this time as well as afterwards. The woods were part of
our habitat and we were to some extent a woodland species: part of the ecology rather
than rulers of it as we are now.
The author regrets the barren miles of commercial forestry in Glen Orchy, but is
delighted by the new woods rising in Glen Finglas, where he has much to say about
how nature conservation and commercial forestry could be more harmoniously
combined. Though he deplores the shaded and sterile monocultures of Sitka spruce
he has nothing against the species itself, and argues for more mixed commercial
plantations in which Sitka is one part. Neither does he see any compelling need to
root out every beech and sycamore from Highland woods.
I did find myself here and there thinking, ‘oops, I’m not sure about that...’, but
although the author is obviously familiar with the current scientific consensus about
the former distribution, extent and composition of Scottish woodland, and knows
what is going on in forestry and nature conservation, this is not a technical textbook.
It is a beautiful, evocative, poetic, personal exploration of woodland in Scotland in the
early years of the 21st century: the old woods that have survived in some form since
antiquity; the developments and experiments in commercial forestry and the new
attempts to put back some of what we have destroyed.
He finishes with another good thought often forgotten in our zeal to recreate a
landscape: ‘... we owe it to nature and to all the trees that ever set foot on Highland
soil to ensure that nature’s idea of succession can take place, rather than our own idea
of it’.
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Gardens of Earthly Delight – the History of Deer Parks by
John Fletcher. Published by Windgather (2011).
We intended to have a review of this book in this newsletter, but the review is not
quite done and will appear in the autumn 2012 newsletter instead. Meanwhile, the
book is available for NWDG members for £20 + £3.30 p&p from Reediehill (email:
tjohn.fletcher@virgin.net).

Atlantic Hazel, Scotland’s Special
Woodlands by Sandy & Brian Coppins.
Published by Atlantic Hazel Action Group (2012).
Look out for this forthcoming book about western
Scottish hazel woodland. It will be available very soon
and will no doubt be of great interest to many NWDG
members. Look for details at
http://sites.google.com/site/atlantichazelgroup/ It will
be reviewed in the autumn 2012 edition of this
newsletter.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS AND TRAINING COURSES
The 2012 Annual Excursion, in Galloway, takes place from 25th to 28th April, very soon
after you receive this newsletter. Details and booking forms have been sent out and
many bookings have already been received by late March. For last minute
information and bookings, please see the NWDG website.

Workshops planned for 2012
Lower plants
The lichen workshop will be in Glenmore, Speyside on 5-7 October 2012. The tutors
will be Andy Acton and Anna Griffith.
The bryophyte workshop, tutored by Ben Averis, will be in autumn 2012. Details of
dates and location are not yet finalised but will be made available by late April 2012.
Details and booking forms for both of these lower plant workshops will be emailed to
members in late April 2012 and will also be available from the ‘Workshops’ page of
the NWDG website from 1st May 2012. Places can be booked from 1st May 2012. If you
do not have email or access to the internet and would like to book a place on one of
these courses, please phone 01796 474 327 for the lichen workshop and 01620 870 280
for the bryophyte workshop.
Trees
We are also planning a tree identification workshop: details will appear in due course
on the ‘Workshops’ page of the NWDG website.
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NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP CONSTITUTION
Name: The organisation shall be the Native Woodlands Discussion Group.
Aims and objectives: The purpose of the group is to encourage interest in native woodlands, their
ecology and management.
Membership: Membership of the group will be: (a) Individual, (b) Family (1.5 x full rate) or (c)
Concessionary (0.5 x full rate). Membership of the group will cease 18 months after the payment of
an annual subscription. Committee will advise the Meetings Organiser for the year of the fee for
attendance of non-members.
Officers and committee:
a.
The group elects a committee. The committee shall co-opt or appoint such officers
as are considered necessary. Officers will be eligible to vote at committee meetings.
b.
Committee members shall serve for three years, but shall be eligible for re-election.
c.
The chairperson shall be nominated by the committee and endorsed by the Annual
General Meeting.
d.
All members are free to attend committee meetings.
Accounts:
a.
b.
c.

The financial year shall be the calendar year
The committee will set the annual membership fee before the end of October.
The treasurer will keep accounts and present a financial report by 15th March each
year. The accounts shall be independently audited by a competent person before
presentation.

Annual General Meeting: An AGM shall be held at such a date as is determined by the committee.
Notification of that meeting shall appear in the newsletter at least one month prior to the AGM.
Business at the AGM shall be determined by a simple majority except changes to the constitution
which shall require a two-thirds majority of those members present. Family membership entitles up
to two votes if both are present. The chairperson and the treasurer will each submit a report at the
AGM.
Meetings: The committee shall organise or authorise any member to organise such meetings as
considered desirable.
Publications: The committee shall approve such publications as are considered desirable, and which
carry the group's endorsement.

NWDG OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Objectives: The purpose of the Group is to encourage interest in native woods, their ecology and
management, with a particular emphasis in Northern Britain.
Activities:
 Organise at least one Field Meeting with related discussion each year.
 Organise Workshops on subjects suggested by members (initially two per year).
 Issue Newsletters (currently two per year) with an emphasis on members’ contributions.
 Maintain contact with like-minded organisations through the membership.
Membership:

This is open to any interested individual. (There is no corporate membership.)

Subscription:

According to the following categories Ordinary individual
Family
Concessions./Unwaged

£20 per year
£30 per year
£10 per year

Subscriptions should be sent to the Membership Secretary (Alison Averis, 6 Stonelaws Cottages, East
Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX; tel: 01620 870 280; email: alisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk). There is a £2
annual discount for those paying by Standing Order: please ask for a form.
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NWDG COMMITTEE CONTACT DETAILS
Chair: Phil Gordon, Woodland Trust Scotland, Lendrick Steading, Brig O’ Turk, Callander,
Stirlingshire, FK17 8HR; tel: 01877 376 340;
email: philipgordon@woodlandtrust.org.uk
Minutes Secretary: Ruth Anderson, Dundavie, Glen Fincastle, Pitlochry, Perthshire, PH16
5RN; tel/fax: 01796 474 327; email: ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk
Treasurer & Membership Secretary, and Website Editor: Alison Averis, 6 Stonelaws
Cottages, East Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX; tel: 01620 870 280;
email: alisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Ben Averis, 6 Stonelaws Cottages, East Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX;
tel: 01620 870 280 / 07767 058 322; email: benandalisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk
Field Meeting: Ruth Anderson, Dundavie, Glen Fincastle, Pitlochry, Perthshire, PH16
5RN; tel/fax 01796 474 327; email: ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk
Woodland History Representative: Coralie Mills; email coraliem@hotmail.com
Woodland History Seminar: Mairi Stewart; email: mairi_skye@hotmail.com
Member: Jonathan Wordsworth; email: j.wordsworth@archaeologyscotland.org.uk
Member: Alasdair Boulton; email: alasdair_boulton@hotmail.co.uk
Member: Sarah Toulson; email: sarahtoulson@googlemail.com

NWDG website: www.nwdg.org.uk
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Near Loch Katrine (Photo: Peter Quelch)

Lobaria pulmonaria (Photo: Jonathan Wordsworth)

Bracken in East Lothian woodland (Photo: Elen Averis)

Hornbeam in Hatfield Forest, Essex – see article on page 5 (Photo: Bryan Bowes)
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